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Introduction

Data is the new blood of business. It circulates everywhere; it feeds everything; it 
makes planning, forecasting, and executing business possible. Without data business 
dies. Which is why businesses have piled on data of every kind, and brought about an 
entire ecosystem of technology and solution providers to sustain and cultivate busi-
ness data.

But this data hoarding comes at a cost. The fragmentation of data sources and formats 
now means that data analysts and scientists -- as well as the teams supporting their 
efforts -- must waste significant time locating data elements, structuring them for con-
sumption, and availing it to the business in usable forms. 
Although much of the data preparation activities are automated, enshrined in well es-
tablished Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) operations, constructing, testing, and deploy-
ing ETL work-flows put a huge and unsustainable burden on the organization, as work-
flows must be adjusted or altogether recreated to keep up with the ever-changing data 
needs of the business.

The supply of and demand for data are only going to increase. ETLs that have served 
businesses well for so long are now reaching their limitations, struggling to handle the 
scale and complexity of data. Businesses are coming to the realization that their agility 
and ability to thrive depend on adopting a new way of accessing and consuming data. 
A new framework is needed.

“80% of data scientist’s’ time is spent on data collection 
and preparation for analysis.”

Forbes.com

“While the self-service data preparation market is grow-
ing 17% every year and is expected to become a bil-
lion-dollar market by 2019, it still seems to be one of the 
best kept secrets around.”

Gartner Group
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5 ways ETLs hold businesses back
While ETLs are carried out by data and technical pros, their impact is felt across the 
entire organization, particularly by business groups who depend on readily available 
data for effective decision making and action. Here are 5 repercussions of relying on 
ETLs to run the business:

BUSINESS PROJECTS ARE BLOCKED 
OR SLOWED DOWN

DIMINISHED 
BUSINESS AGILITY

Depending on the complexity of the data preparation involved, ETLs may require 
up to two years to thoroughly document business requirements, develop the ETL 
process, test the flow, fix any issues, and avail the data to the business. ETL pro-
cesses become markedly more complex when new data needs to be loaded into 
the enterprise data warehouse (EDW); for instance, pulling data from PDF reports. 
Businesses find themselves in a harsh dilemma: delay project execution and 
sacrifice business agility and results, or limit data use and analysis to basic and 
readily available measures that impede insight generation and lower business 
performance.

Data starvation due to protracted preparation isn’t limited to humans. Businesses 
are adopting artificial intelligence and machine learning capabilities at a rapid 
pace to better anticipate key business and industry events and automate ade-
quate responses to them. But for machines to learn quickly and effectively, they 
must be fed a diet of high quality data, which entails complex preparation. ETLs 
hold back machine learning in two ways: ETLs may not adequately handle unan-
ticipated variations in the data that can slow down learning, or applications of 
machine learning may be constrained to simple use cases that prevent business-
es from reacting quickly to all critical issues and changes.
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SUBSTANTIAL DATA MANAGEMENT
OVERHEAD

DECREASED
EMPLOYEE PRODUCTIVITY

As the business relies more heavily on data over time, it typically accumulates dozens, if not 
hundreds of different ETL processes that it must maintain and manage. Based on varying busi-
ness requirements, these ETLs include manipulation logic that is deployed in different locations 
and configurations. Data pros may develop data manipulation scripts in programming languag-
es such as Python or Perl, write complex SQL in tool like Hive or Pig, or make data manipula-
tion either manually or in code directly in Excel. Having manipulation logic reside in different 
systems and formats -- hard-coded directly into the ETL process -- can present significant man-
agement challenges and management overhead, preventing the business from scaling its data 
consumption. 

Ample evidence suggests that data preparation can take up to 90% of the development time 
and cost in data warehousing and data analytics projects. Data analysts and scientists seeking 
to exercise their creativity and interpretation skills during data analysis and modelling, regular-
ly find themselves burdened with rudimentary and lacklustre data design and cleansing chores, 
or altogether ineffective when failing to access critical data. Whether they chase after data, 
pre-define tables and schemas, or languish in its transformation, hard to find and retain data 
pros are prevented from fulfilling their potential, which results in low morale and high churn, 
impeding the growth and stability of the business. 

4

5

SUBOPTIMAL BUSINESS DECISIONING 
AND BUDGET ALLOCATION

ETLs can trip businesses when they involve redundant data copies and convoluted data trans-
formations. As data pros add more ETLs and data marts in response to business requests, data 
quality, lineage, and overall trustworthiness degrade. The business loses the single source of 
truth of its data, cobbling together metrics with vague or misunderstood definitions. Conse-
quently, analytics dashboards and reports get populated with dirty data, causing managers and 
executives to suspect, if not altogether ignore, the data, or trust bad data. The end result is poor 
decision making that derails business performance.
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A. EXTRACT PHASE ISSUES

Several business use cases, such as having 360-degree view of customers, campaigns, or employees 
require ingestion of data from multiple systems of records. The plurality of data sources introduce 
several challenges:

ETL issues - close examination
To better understand and appreciate the complexity of ETLs and their negative im-
pact on the business, it’s worth exploring the root cause of ETL issues. The next 
three sections dig deeper into the extract-transform-load phases and the challeng-
es they present.

• DISPARATE DATA SOURCES 
Businesses rely on a variety of technology components 

to run their daily operations. Data for analysis, there-

fore, may be pulled from different applications that are 

designed, built, and maintained by different vendors, 

whereby each application requires a different mecha-

nism to access the data. Data pros may therefore have 

to learn multiple interfaces and regularly maintain 

them even within a single ETL process. 
 

• OBSCURED SOURCE SCHEMA 
Use Lore IO’s UI, APIs or let analysts & business users 

to use the BI tools they know and love for self-served 

business exploration. 

• DISPARATE DATA STRUCTURES 
The growth and unpredictable nature of data have ush-

ered in new ways of storing data, especially in non-rela-

tional databases. Data may be fully structured, semi-struc-

tured, or unstructured. Data pros must now access data 

that is housed in different and unfamiliar formats where 

access via the well established SQL is not possible. 

• LACK OF DATA HYGIENE 
Business data is typically generated by both humans and 

machines, which introduces discrepancies in the degree to 

which data is complete and clean. Data pros must account 

for a greater variety in the state of the data than ever be-

fore, further complicating data extraction. 
 

• DIFFERENT DATA REFRESH CYCLES 
Source systems create and refresh their data at regular 

intervals. Sensors or social media applications stream vast 

amounts of data in real time. Some business applications 

sessionize or aggregate data that is made available only 

on a weekly or a monthly basis. Analysts who pull dispa-

rate data elements must account for varying levels of data 

freshness. 

 

• FRAGMENTED SECURITY POLICIES 
As data security captures more attention and mind-

share, source systems implement more robust and 

often different security and governance practices that 

data pros now must account for and comply with when 

accessing data.  
 

• DISPARATE DATA STEWARDSHIP 
Finally, source systems are managed by different teams 

and departments inside and outside the organization. 

Data pros must spend time identifying the right data 

owners and then negotiate and comply with their dif-

ferent data access and use guidelines.
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B. TRANSFORM PHASE ISSUES

With data extracted from its original source and brought into the EDW, data pros must now 
transform the data into a usable form that will enable them to blend disparate data sets, organ-
ize it, and ready it for consumption by the business. Given the richness and complexity of data, 
the Transform phase presents numerous challenges:

• FINDING COMMON KEYS 

Some business use cases, such as customer analyt-

ics, force data pros to join many different data sets. A 

unique and trustworthy key by which to stitch dispa-

rate data sets may not be always available, requiring 

analysts to spend valuable time constructing a reliable 

key to ensure that the right records are being joined. 

• LACK OF DATA LINEAGE 

Data may undergo several transformations over time in 

support of different business use cases. Data pros often 

lack data lineage to fully understand what changes oc-

curred in the data from one transformation to the next. 

This lack of visibility can lead to the use of the wrong 

version or generation of data, leading to misinformed 

analysis later. 

• DEDUPLICATION AND DERIVED COLUMNS 

Data analysts and scientists must contend with data 

sets that require different levels of manipulation. For 

instance, some data points may be ready for use, while 

others may be encoded for privacy or brevity purpos-

es, and must be decoded before use. Some business 

use cases may require the creation of new calculated 

metrics that derive their values from other metrics, or 

the generation of surrogate key values. Data sets might 

accidentally or unnecessarily repeat themselves, re-

quiring a de-duplication effort.

• COLUMN SPLITS AND MERGES 

The organization of data may vary dramatically during 

the transformation phase. Some data might require 

sorting or ordering based on a list of columns. Data 

might need to be aggregated, or disaggregated, trans-

posed, or somehow pivoted. A data column might need 

to be split into several distinct columns, or vice versa.  

• VALIDATION AND QUALITY 

Finally, the unpredictable nature of data means that 

the range of data values extracted can exceed the 

original expectations of data analysts and scientists. 

To mitigate this problem, the transform phase may get 

further complicated by incorporating a process to look 

up and validate the data from tables or referential files. 
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C. LOAD PHASE ISSUES

Once data is transformed it’s ready to be loaded into target systems that business users will inter-
act with to derive insights and actions -- the very purpose for the ETL process overall. The Load 
phase introduces unique challenges that further complicate and prolong ETLs:

• SCALE AND VARIATIONS 

Data pros may need to handle very different target 

systems, from simple flat files to enormous data ware-

houses. 

• TESTING, PUBLISHING, ARCHIVING 

The load process itself may vary from one use case to 

another. It may involve a different number of tasks, 

such as testing, approvals, and archival. 

• BATCH VS STREAM VS REAL-TIME 

The scheduling of data delivery can vary dramatically, 

from real time applications all the way to weekly or 

monthly data load.

• UPDATES AND CORRECTIONS 

The method of delivery can vary: some applications 

may call for updating existing records with new data, 

while others may depend on the creation of new re-

cords. 

• TARGET SYSTEM RESPONSES 

When loading data, analysts must comply with the 

different data constraints of the target systems, such as 

uniqueness, mandatory fields, or referential integrity. 

Analyst must effectively respond to the acceptance 

and rejection responses they receive from the target 

systems. 

• ACCESS  
Data pros must conform to any access restrictions, 

encryption levels, or security policies of the source sys-

tems and preserve them in the target systems for each 

data consumer to ensure that only permitted users and 

applications can access sensitive data. 
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1. Ask new business questions without needing additional prep

Today’s businesses handle data in largely two different ways: get all possible data out of 
all the source systems first, and later decide what business questions to address with it, or 
develop precise use cases and collect only the data needed to satisfy the use case. Either 
approach gets bogged down in ETL quagmire, leaving the business with little recourse. The 
first approach forces data pros to shuttle data that may never be used, and the latter will 
not support any refinements or extensions to business questions without incurring addi-
tional data preparation work.

In the desired state, data is available in the rawest form possible. Business users can sub-
mit questions on this raw data without triggering long cycles of data preparation and with-
out having to prepare the raw data. The data is already prepared for analysis. 

The prerequisites for an ETL replacement
Having examined the numerous challenges data pros experience when implementing 
ETLs, it is clear that a radically new approach is needed to transport and avail data at 
scale. But solutions that seek to displace ETLs must satisfy three categories of require-
ments: 

1. ENABLE AGILE 

Users must not waste valuable 

time understanding how raw 

data is stored and how it should 

be staged. They should, instead, 

leverage schema auto-detection 

that does the learning of the 

data on behalf of users.  

2. MACHINES SHOULD  
WORK TOO 
Any data clean-up, join or prep 

that is needed from the engi-

neering team should be either 

already available or build able 

on the fly.

5. STACK INDEPENDENT 

Finally, users must be able to 

preserve their investments in 

existing BI solutions, and not be 

asked to learn new applications 

and interfaces.

3. ACCESSIBLE LOGIC 

Users must have open dimen-

sionality enabling them to form 

data relationships on the fly. 

4. SELF-SERVICE 

Similarly, the should have 

self-service access to construct 

their own ad-hoc views without 

any blocking preparations.
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2. Keep data intact 

3. Rationalize data logic

The different transformations and transports that ETLs introduce in-
crease the propensity of data to lose some of its original quality. ETLs 
diminish the business ability to maintain proper data governance, 
stewardship, and lineage.  

In the desired state, users minimize data copies, and work with sys-
tems of records directly. Data remains in its original trustworthy state 
throughout the life of the business.

The patchwork of ETL logic spread across the various systems in the 
organization is unsustainable. In the desired state, data analysts no 
longer must handle glue code that make disparate stack components, 
such as NoSQL tools, communicate with each other. Instead, users 
leverage a common interface that facilitate standard methods of com-
munication regardless the nature and characteristics of the system of 
record.
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A blueprint for shedding off ETLs
Having described the necessary user experience that any ETL replacement approach 
must guarantee, we can now examine a proven solution for shedding off ETLs. The 
solution is comprised of the following steps and components:

• Bring any primary data in its raw form  
into the data lake.  
This includes data from SaaS applications like Marketo 

or Google Analytics, databases like Oracle or MongoDB, 

data storage systems like Hadoop or AWS, and data 

streams like TIBCO StreamBase. 

• Develop a universal meta layer  
that houses all of the data logic.  
The data is available and easily accessible to users who 

leverage it for any data use case. It helps to think of 

this meta layer as an IDE for data marts. 

 

• Instantiate the meta layer.  
In support of new business applications, data pros pull 

commonly used logic from the meta layer and imple-

ment data virtualization to instantly create a prepared 

• Execute data preparation at run time.  
With the logic defined in the meta layer, virtualization 

triggers data preparation at query time. Data pros do 

not need to wait for implementation or for data to be 

processed. 

• Once data is ready for wider distribution, it can be 
published to destination system  

Data can be made available in any system of choice for 

more real time, high performance, high scale querying.
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How Lore IO can help
Lore IO provides all the product and service capabilities needed to shed off ETLs from 
your data processes. The solution can be introduced incrementally into your existing 
infrastructure, minimizing risk or distractions. A typical engagement with our solution 
consultants will include a review and prioritization of current data pain points. Togeth-
er with your team, the consultants will identify an initial project, and scope, design, 
and implement it in one week. By reviewing your systems of record and business pri-
orities, we can quickly propose and outline an effective use case for implementation.

Lore IO’s Next Generation Data Preparation Platform
makes ETL obsolete, cutting 90% of the build-time for smart 

With our data virtualization technology customers have deployed highly 

personalized data applications across their organization in days instead of 

months 

About Lore IO

Results 

90%

90 %  FOCUS 
ON USE-CASES & INSIGHTS

JUST 10%
ON DATA PREPARATION

10%
TIME SPENT TIME TO VALUE

up by 80%

down by 50-90%
Using our data virtualization tech-
nology customers have deployed 
highly personalized data applica-
tions across their organization in 
days instead of months

Ready in hours 
instead of weeks

COST

60% smaller  
Data Lake Capacity

90% lower
per Data App Built

A virtual data catalogue product  
at the center of the universe

Declarative data transformations  
vs explicit ETL

All data preparation code - 
AUTOMATED
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